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ABSTRACT

Solving wireless packet retransmission problems (WPRTPs) using network coding (NC) approach is increasingly attracting
research efforts. However, existing researches are almost all focused on solutions in Galois field GF(2), and consequently,
the solutions found by these schemes are usually less optimal. In this paper, we focus on optimal NC-based scheme for
perfect WPRTPs (P-WPRTPs) where, with respect to each receiver, a packet is either requested by or already known
to it. The number of retransmitted packets in optimal NC-based solutions to P-WPRTPs is firstly analyzed and proved.
Then, random network coding-based optimal scheme (RNCOPT) is proposed for P-WRPTPs. RNCOPT is optimal in
the sense that it guarantees to obtain a valid solution with minimum number of packet retransmissions. Furthermore, in
RNCOPT, each coding vector is generated using a publicly known pseudorandom function with a randomly selected seed.
The seed, instead of the coding vector, is used as decoding information to be retransmitted together with the coded packet.
Thus, packet overhead of RNCOPT is reduced further. Extensive simulations show that RNCOPT distinctively outperforms
some previous typical schemes for P-WPRTPs in saving the number of retransmitted packets. Copyright © 2011 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Because of erroneous wireless links, packet retransmis-
sion is necessary in wireless networks. One typical
problem related to packet retransmission in wireless
broadcast/multicast applications, named as wireless packet
retransmission problem (WPRTP) in this paper, has
attracted some research efforts in recent years [1–6]. A typ-
ical scenario for WPRTPs is as follows [1]. One sender and
several receivers in a wireless network form a local system
where all the receivers are in the radio range of the sender.
The sender has a set of packets that need to be transmitted
to the receivers, whereas each receiver has already obtained
a subset of the packets through other ways, such as pre-
vious communications. Thus, each receiver individually
requests the sender to retransmit a subset of the packets.
The set of the packets requested by a receiver is called as
its Want set, whereas the set of the packets already known

to it is called as its Has set. Hence, the sender has to
retransmit some packets. In order to reduce communica-
tion overhead, the number of the packets retransmitted by
the sender should be minimized. Thus, a WPRTP emerges:
how to perform packet retransmissions so as to minimize
the total number of retransmitted packets.

The newly invented network coding (NC) [7] technol-
ogy provides an interesting approach to many network
problems. The term NC was first coined in 2000 by
Ahlswede et al. [7]. Its core notation is to allow and
encourage mixing of packets at intermediate nodes. Previ-
ous studies [8,9] have showed that NC can increase net-
work throughput, enhance robustness, improve fairness,
and reduce complexity of techniques in wireless networks
by exploiting the intrinsic characteristics of wireless net-
works, such as data redundancy, broadcast nature of wire-
less transmissions, and spatial diversity. NC has been
adopted in many research topics in wireless networks, such
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as multicast [10], unicast [11], and fault tolerance [12]. The
invention of random network coding (RNC) [13] makes it
more suitable for distributed applications.

Network coding also provides a promising approach to
WPRTPs. By using NC, the sender can combine original
packets into several coded packets and then transmit these
coded packets instead of the original packets. If properly
designed, each receiver could obtain all the packets in its
Want set by decoding from the received coded packets. If
the number of the coded packets transmitted by the sender
is smaller than that of the original packets requested by the
receivers, overhead in the metric of packet transmissions
could be reduced.

Because of its theoretical significance and applications
in wireless ad hoc networks, although named variously in
the literature (such as the index coding problem [4] and the
local mixing problem [6]), WPRTP has attracted a signifi-
cant attention from the research community. Most existing
works, such as [1,4–6], focused on theoretical perspectives
of the problem, whereas some works [1–3] proposed some
NC-based schemes for WPRTPs. Several other works, such
as [14,15], although not focusing on WPRTPs exclusively,
proposed some schemes that can be used to solve WPRTPs.
However, these NC-based schemes search for NC solu-
tions only on Galois field GF(2). Because finding optimal
NC-based solutions to WPRTPs on GF(2) is an NP (Non-
deterministic Polynomial time)-complete problem [1], the
solutions found by these schemes are usually less opti-
mal. Fortunately, for a subset of WPRTPs named as perfect
WPRTPs (P-WPRTPs) where, for each receiver, a packet
must be either in its Want set or in its Has set, we found
that the minimum number of retransmitted packets in valid
NC-based solutions on larger Galois fields can be deter-
mined easily.

In this paper, we focus on P-WPRTPs and try to analyze
the number of retransmitted packets in optimal NC-based
solutions to P-WPRTPs (in this paper, we only consider
linear NC). Although the set of P-WPRTPs is only a
subset of WPRTPs, an optimal NC-based solution to a
P-WPRTP can be used as a first-attempt solution to the
related WPRTPs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a review on related work. Section 3 provides the
preliminaries of this work including the definitions related
to WPRTPs and the operating processes of the sender and
the receivers in general NC-based schemes to WPRTPs.
Section 4 proposes and proves a theorem about the
number of retransmitted packets in optimal NC-based
solutions to P-WPRTPs, then mathematically analyzes
the relative superiority of optimal NC-based solutions
over traditional non-NC-based solutions in the metric of
the number of retransmitted packets. In Section 5, an
optimal scheme named random network coding-based
optimal scheme (RNCOPT) is proposed for P-WPRTPs. In
RNCOPT, each coding vector is generated using a publicly
known pseudorandom function with a randomly selected
seed. The seed, instead of the coding vector, is used as
decoding information to be retransmitted together with the

coded packet. Section 6 verifies the theoretical results and
compares the performance of RNCOPT with some typ-
ical schemes for P-WPRTPs through simulations using
MATLAB (a numerical computing environment developed
by The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Mathematical background of NC is the Galois field theory.
All calculations in NC are performed on a selected Galois
field. In computer science, a Galois field is usually notated
as GF(2d ) where d is an integer and d � 1.

Although named variously in the literature (such as the
index coding problem [4] and the local mixing problem
[6]), WPRTP has attracted a significant attention from
the research community because of its theoretical signifi-
cance and applications in wireless ad hoc networks. Most
existing works, such as [1,4–6], focused on theoretical
perspectives of the problem, whereas some works [1–3]
proposed some NC-based schemes for WPRTPs. Several
other works, such as [14,15], although not focusing on
WPRTPs exclusively, proposed some schemes that can be
used to solve WPRTPs.

In [5], Bar-Yossef et al. studied WPRTPs from a graph-
theoretical perspective. They showed that a WPRTP is
equivalent to finding the minrank of a corresponding graph.
However, the latter is an intractable problem [4]. In [6],
Wu et al. studied the information-theoretical aspects of the
problem with the goal of characterizing the admissible rate
region. In [1], El Rouayheb et al. proved that finding opti-
mal NC-based solutions for WPRTPs is an NP-complete
problem on GF(2). They then, in [4], analyzed the relation
between WPRTPs and the more general NC problem, as
well as the problem of finding a linear representation of a
matroid. They showed that any instance of the NC prob-
lem and the matroid representation problem can be effi-
ciently reduced to a WPRTP instance, and consequently,
many important properties of the two problems carry over
to WPRTPs.

In recent years, some works [1–3] began to focus on
NC-based schemes for WPRTPs. However, these schemes
search for solutions only on GF(2), where the coding and
decoding calculations are both bitwise XOR operations.

El Rouayheb et al. [1] proposed a heuristic scheme for
WPRTPs on GF(2). In their scheme, a WPRTP is firstly
transformed to a new WPRTP where the size of the Want
set of each receiver is just one. The transformation is per-
formed by substituting a receiver that wants multiple pack-
ets with a set of new receivers such that (i) the Has set of
each new receiver is equal to that of the original receiver,
(ii) the Want set of each receiver contains just one packet
in the Want set of the original receiver, and (iii) the union
of all the Want sets of the new receivers equals to the
Want set of the original receiver. Then an undirected graph
G.V ;E/ is constructed according to the new WPRTP such
that (i) for each receiver, there is a corresponding vertex in
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G.V ;E/ and (ii) an edge exists between a pair of vertexes
in G.V ;E/ if and only one of the following two condi-
tions hold for the two receivers corresponding to the two
vertexes: (a) the two receivers have identical Want set, and
(b) the Want set of each of the two receivers is a subset
of the Has set of the other. At last, a heuristic algorithm
is used to find a solution to the graph coloring problem
of the complimentary graph of G.V ;E/, and the solu-
tion is transformed to a final solution as follows: the Want
sets of all the receivers that correspond to the set of ver-
texes with the same color are combined into one coded
packet, and all such coded packets corresponding to the
node sets with different colors in the complimentary graph
make up a solution to the original WPRTP. In the following
text, this scheme is designated as ColorNC. As the authors
have mentioned, solutions found by ColorNC are usually
suboptimal.

Xu et al. [2] also adopted graph theory to search for solu-
tions for P-WPRTPs by transforming P-WPRTPs to clique
partition problems of the corresponding graphs. Hence, this
scheme is designated as CliqueNC in the following text. In
CliqueNC, the graph G.V ;E/ of a WPRTP is constructed
according to the following two steps: (i) create a node in
G.V ;E/ for each packet, and (ii) for any pair of packets,
create an edge in G.V ;E/ if and only if no receiver whose
Want set includes both packets. The edge creation criterion
in CliqueNC assures that, if a pair of nodes in G.V ;E/ is
connected by an edge (denotes the two packets correspond-
ing to the two nodes as p1 and p2, respectively), the sender
can broadcast a coded packet p1 ˚ p2 (here, ˚ represents
bitwise XOR). When receiving the coded packet, all the
corresponding receivers could obtain either p1 or p2 by
decoding. Based on this property, a clique in G.V ;E/ is
transformed into a coded packet, and the set of all the coded
packets transformed from the cliques inG.V ;E/makes up
a valid solution to the corresponding P-WPRTP. Thus, the
number of coded packets in a CliqueNC solution is equal
to the number of cliques G.V ;E/.

Nguyen et al. [3] proposed two NC-based packet
retransmission schemes for P-WPRTPs in reliable wire-
less broadcast applications. The two NC-based schemes
are named Scheme C (time-based retransmission) and
Scheme D (improved time-based retransmission), respec-
tively. In the two schemes, the sender does not retransmit
the lost packet immediately when it receives a negative
acknowledgment (NAK). Instead, the sender maintains a
list of lost packets and their corresponding receivers for
which their packets are lost. The sender waits until n pack-
ets have been transmitted before any retransmission takes
place. Then, the sender changes to packet retransmission
phase. In this phase, the sender forms a coded packet by
XORing a maximum set of the lost packets from differ-
ent receivers with the condition that each receiver has at
most one Wanted packet in the packet set, and then, the
XORed packet is broadcasted to the receivers. In Scheme
C , the sender will keep retransmitting the XORed packet
until all the receivers have received the XORed packet cor-
rectly. Obviously, Scheme C is suboptimal because the

sender has to retransmit the same XORed packet regard-
less of the cases that some receivers may have already
received it. Hence, SchemeD is proposed where the sender
dynamically determines the set of the packets to be XORed
on the fly and retransmits the new XORed packet. It is
easy to notice that the basic idea of the two schemes is
essentially the same to that of CliqueNC.

Besides those works focused on schemes for WPRTPs,
some works [14,15] not focusing on WPRTPs exclusively
also proposed some schemes that can be used to solve
WPRTPs.

In [14], a new architecture for wireless mesh networks
named as COPE (Coding Opportunistically) was proposed
where routers can mix packets from different flows by
using NC. The core problem of packet mixing is to deter-
mine the set of packets to be XORed so as to maximize
the number of next-hop nodes that can recover a Wanted
packet from the XORed packet. Obviously, this problem is
indeed a WPRTP. The basic rule governing packet mixing
in COPE, which can be used to solve WPRTPs, is as fol-
lows: the routers can XOR n packets together only if each
next-hop node has all the other n� 1 packets. It is easy to
notice that the rule in COPE is basically the same as that
in CliqueNC.

Noticing some cases where NC opportunities are
neglected by COPE, Dong et al. [15] proposed a robust
coding technique named loop coding, where the corre-
sponding coding graph contains some loops. Loop coding
enhances robusticity at the expense of efficiency by
XORing only two packets into one coded packet. Hence,
with respect to WPRTPs, the loop coding is less efficient
than COPE.

3. OPERATIONS OF NETWORK
CODING-BASED SCHEMES FOR
WIRELESS PACKET
RETRANSMISSION PROBLEMS

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 1. Wireless packet retransmission problem
(WPRTP). WPRTP can be described as a four-element
tuple:

WPRTPD fP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg

where (i) P D fpi ji 2 f1; 2; : : :; jP jgg represents the set
of the packets considered in the problem; (ii) R D fri ji 2
f1; 2; : : :; jRjg represents the set of the receivers; (iii) Hi
is the Has set of receiver ri , that is, the set of the pack-
ets already known to receiver ri , and thus, fHi g represents
the set of the Has sets of all the receivers; and (iv) Wi is
the Want set of receiver ri , that is, the set of the packets
requested by receiver ri , and thus, fWi g represents the set
of the Want sets of all the receivers.

Definition 2. Valid solutions to a WPRTP. A solution to
a WPRTP is valid if all the receivers can obtain all the
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packets in their Want sets by decoding after receiving all
the retransmitted packets in the solution.

Definition 3. Optimal solutions to a WPRTP. An opti-
mal solution to a WPRTP is a valid solution with minimum
number of retransmitted packets.

Definition 4. Perfect WPRTPs (P-WPRTPs). A WPRTP
is a P-WPRTP if for 8ri 2R, P DHi [Wi .

Definition 5. Imperfect WPRTPs (IP-WPRTPs). A
WPRTP is an IP-WPRTP if P � Hi [ Wi holds for at
least one receiver.

This paper is focused on P-WPRTPs. Additionally, we
assumed that P D Hi [ Wi for all i 2 f1; 2; : : :; jRjg.
Otherwise, we can set P D

S
ri2R

Wi and let Hi D P �Wi

for all i 2 f1; 2; : : :; jRjg. Obviously, an optimal/valid
solution to the reduced P-WPRTP must also be an opti-
mal/valid solution to the old P-WPRTP. In the follow-
ing text, WPRTP refers to P-WPRTP unless explicitly
specified.

3.2. Coding and decoding calculations in
network coding

Calculations in NC are all performed on a selected GF.2d /.
In NC, a packet of length L is considered as a list of sym-
bols (or called as elements) on GF.2d /, and the size of the
list is dL=de. Here, dxe means the least integer not less
than x. Several bits will be appended to the packet if L
is not exactly dividable by d . Coding calculation is per-
formed following Equation (1) on GF.2d / (in this paper,
we only consider linear NC).

PY DM � PX (1)

where

PY D

2
6664
pY;1
pY;2
:::

pY;k

3
7775D

2
6664
y1;1 y1;2 � � � y1;dL=de
y2;1 y2;2 � � � y2;dL=de
:::

:::
: : :

:::

yk;1 yk;2 � � � yk;dL=de

3
7775 ;

MD

2
6664
m1;1 m1;2 � � � m1;n
m2;1 m2;2 � � � m2;n
:::

:::
: : :

:::

mk;1 mk;2 � � � mk;n

3
7775 ;

PX D

2
6664
pX;1
pX;2
:::

pX;n

3
7775D

2
6664
x1;1 x1;2 � � � x1;dL=de
x2;1 x2;2 � � � x2;dL=de
:::

:::
: : :

:::

xn;1 xn;2 � � � xn;dL=de

3
7775

In Equation (1), k coded packets pY;i (i D f1; 2; :::; kg)
are created from n original packets pX;i (i D f1; 2; :::; ng)
using NC coefficient matrix M (called as coding matrix).

When transmitting packets using NC, the coded packet
and some auxiliary information for decoding such as the
coding vector used in creating the coded packet should also
be enclosed in an assembled packet, and then, the assem-
bled packet is broadcasted to the receivers. After receiv-
ing enough assembled packets, the receivers can construct
an equation system similar to Equation (1). In decoding,
some elimination methods (such as the Gauss elimination
method [9]) can be performed on Equation (1) to obtain all
the original packets.

Although coding and decoding calculations are per-
formed on GF(2d ) symbols, we will say that coding calcu-
lations are performed on packets for simplicity because all
the symbols in a packet are treated using the same coding
matrix.

3.3. Operation processes of general
network coding-based schemes for wireless
packet retransmission problems

Network coding-based schemes for WPRTPs adopt similar
operation processes. Major differences between different
schemes lie in the parameters of their solutions, such as the
number of coded packets, coding matrix, and the decoding
information to be transmitted. Coding and decoding pro-
cesses of general NC-based schemes for WPRTPs are as
follows.

3.3.1. General operation process of the sender

Suppose that a solution to a WPRTP has been deter-
mined by an NC-based scheme, and the basic parameters of
the solution are as follows: (i) the number of coded pack-
ets to be retransmitted is k and (ii) the coding matrix is
M . Using this solution, the sender will retransmit packets.
The general operation process of the sender is as follows
(suppose that jP j D n):

(1) Calculate the vector of k coded packets PY D

ŒpY;1; pY;2; : : :; pY;k �
T by using PY D Mk�n �

PX; here, PX D ŒpX;1; pX;2; : : :; pX;n�
T D

Œp1; p2; : : :; pn�
T.

(2) Construct k assembled packets pZ;i D fDi ; pY;i g,
i 2 f1; 2; : : :; kg. Here, Di represents auxiliary
information for decoding, such as the coding vec-
tor used in creating pY;i . Actual information in Di
depends on the scheme used to solve the WPRTP.

(3) Broadcast all the assembled packets pZ;i , i 2
f1; 2; : : :; kg.

3.3.2. General operation process of the receivers

When receiving assembled packets retransmitted by the
sender, all the receivers perform the same process to
obtain the packets in their Want sets. The general operation
process of receiver ri is as follows:

(1) For each packet pi ;j in Hi , determine its order
x.i ; j / in P and create a row vector vj of length
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n according to Equation (2), that is, the x.i ; j /-th
element of vj is 1, and the other elements are all 0.

vj ; t D

�
1 t D x.i ; j /

0 t 2 f1; :::; ng and t ¤ x.i ; j /
(2)

(2) Assemble all row vectors vi .i D f1; 2; : : :; jni jg/
created in step (1) into a matrix Vni�n with size
ni � n, as shown in Equation (3); here ni D jHi j.

Vni�n D

2
64

v1
:::

vni

3
75

D

2
64

v1;1 � � � v1;j � � � v1;n
:::

: : :
:::

: : :
:::

vni ;1 � � � vni ;j � � � vni ;n

3
75
(3)

(3) Arrange all packets pH;j (j 2 f1; 2; : : :; ni g) in Hi
into a column vector PH D ŒpH;1; pH;2; : : :; pH;ni �

T.
(4) Upon receiving assembled packets pZ;iDfDi ; pY;i g

.i D f1; 2; : : :; kg/, extract decoding information
from Di , such as coding vector mi .i D

f1; 2; : : :; kg/, and assemble them into a matrix
Mk�n of size k � n.

(5) Assemble Vni�n and Mk�n into a hybrid matrix
M0
.niCk/�n

as shown in Equation (4). M 0
.niCk/�n

is called the decoding matrix.

M0.niCk/�n D
�

Vni�n
Mk�n

�
(4)

(6) Extract all coded packets pY;i .i D f1; 2; : : :; kg/

from assembled packets pZ;i .i D f1; 2; : : :; kg/ and
construct a column vector PY D ŒpY;1; pY;2; : : :;

pY;k �
T.

(7) Assemble PH and PY into a longer vector
ŒPA�.niCk/�1 according to Equation (5).

ŒPA�.niCk/�1 D

�
ŒPH�ni�1
ŒPY�k�1

�
(5)

(8) Create an equation system as shown in Equation (6)
using ŒPX�n�1 D Œp1; p2; : : :; pn�

T, ŒPA�.niCk/�1,
and M0

.niCk/�n
.

M0.niCk/�n � ŒPX�n�1 D ŒPA�.niCk/�1 (6)

(9) Solve Equation (6) on GF(2d ). So long as
rank(M0

.niCk/�n
/ D n, receiver ri will surely be

able to obtain all packets in Wi ; here and in the
following text, rank(�) represents a function that cal-
culates the rank of the input matrix on the selected
Galois field.

(10) End.

4. NUMBER OF CODED PACKETS
IN OPTIMAL NETWORK
CODING-BASED SOLUTIONS TO
PERFECT WIRELESS PACKET
RETRANSMISSION PROBLEMS

Although several coded packets can be assembled into one
assembled packet, in this paper, we consistently assume
that one assembled packet contains only one coded packet.
Thus, the number of retransmitted assembled packets is
equal to the number of the coded packets in a valid
NC-based solution.

About the number of retransmitted packets in optimal
NC-based solutions to P-WPRTPs, we have the following
Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Given that the used Galois field is
sufficiently large, the number of the retransmitted
packets in optimal linear NC-based solutions to P-
WPRTP(P ;R; fHi g; fWi g) is maxri2R jWi j.

Proof . In the proof, WPRTP refers to P-WPRTP. Sup-
pose that the number of retransmitted packets in an opti-
mal NC-based solution to WPRTP (P ;R; fHi g; fWi g) is
k. We now prove that k D maxri2R jWi j in the following
two steps: (i) to prove that k � maxri2R jWi j and (ii) to
prove that k � maxri2R jWi j. If both k � maxri2R jWi j
and k � maxri2R jWi j are proved, then there must be
k Dmaxri2R jWi j.

(1) To prove that k �maxri2R jWi j
We will prove it by showing that for any valid NC-based

solution to the WPRTP, the number of retransmitted pack-
ets in the solution, which is denoted as k0, must be not
less than maxri2R jWi j, that is, k0 � maxri2R jWi j. Once
k0 � maxri2R jWi j is proven, k � maxri2R jWi j can be
obtained directly because the discussed solution can be any
valid NC-based solution, including any optimal NC-based
solution.

According to the decoding process of general NC-based
schemes to WPRTPs described in Section 3.3.2, if the
number of retransmitted packets is k0, then according to
Equation (4), the decoding matrix of receiver ri will be
M 0
.k0Cni /�n

. Because the solution is valid, there must be

rank(M 0
.k0Cni /�n

/ � n (here and in the following text,

rank(�/ returns the rank of the input matrix on the selected
Galois field). Hence, k0 C ni � n must be true. Thus,
Equation (7) must also be true.

k0 � n� ni i D f1; 2; : : : ; jRjg (7)

Because for P-WPRTPs, (i) jHi j D ni , (ii) jHi [Wi j D
jP j D n, and (iii) jHi \ Wi j D j¿j D 0, there must be
jWi j D n� ni . Hence, Equation (7) can be transformed to
Equation (8).

k0 � jWi j i D f1; 2; : : : ; jRjg (8)
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Because Equation (8) is valid for any receiver ri ,
Equation (9) must follow

k0 �maxri2RjWi j (9)

Because k0 in Equation (9) denotes the number of
retransmitted packets in any valid NC-based solutions to
the WPRTP, Equation (9) must also be valid for all opti-
mal valid NC-based solutions. Therefore, the number of
retransmitted packets in optimal NC-based solutions to
the WPRTP, which is denoted as k, must also follow
Equation (9), that is, k � maxri2R jWi j. Thus, the first
step of the proof is completed.

(2) To prove that k �maxri2R jWi j
Suppose that there is a valid solution to the WPRTP

where the number of retransmitted packets equals k0. If
k0 � maxri2R jWi j, the number of retransmitted packets
in optimal NC-based solutions to the WPRTP, which is
denoted as k, must follow k � k0 � maxri2R jWi j. Thus,
the second step can be completed easily.

We now prove that k �maxri2R jWi j by constructing a
valid NC-based solution with k0 Dmaxri2R jWi j.

Firstly, construct a coding matrix Mk0�n as shown in
Equation (10). Here, k0 D maxri2R jWi j. Obviously, the
coding matrix is a Vandermonde matrix. We assumed that
xt .t D f1; 2; :::; ng/ are all different.

Mk0�n D

2
6666664

1 � � � 1 � � � 1

x1 � � � xj � � � xn
:::

: : :
:::

: : :
:::

xk
0�2
1 � � � xk

0�2
j � � � xk

0�2
n

xk
0�1
1 � � � xk

0�1
j � � � xk�1n

3
7777775

(10)

After having received all the coded packets, receiver
ri constructs its decoding matrix M0

.k0Cni /�n
following

the general decoding process described in Section 3.3.2.
Because of the special format of the submatrix Vni�n
shown in Section 3.3.2, M0

.k0Cni /�n
must be able to

be transformed to a matrix with the format shown in
Equation (11).

M0.k0Cni /�n D
�

Mk0�.n�ni /
0k0�ni

0ni�.n�ni / Eni�ni

�
(11)

In Equation (11), the submatrix Mk0�.n�ni /
has the for-

mat shown in Equation (12), and the submatrix Eni�ni is
an identity matrix.

Mk0�.n�ni /
D

2
66664
1 � � � 1

xz1 � � � xzn�ni
:::

: : :
:::

xk
0�1
z1

� � � xk
0�1
zn�ni

3
77775 (12)

Subscripts zj .j D f1; 2; :::; n � ni g/ of the elements in
the submatrix Mk0�.n�ni /

in Equation (12) is a permu-
tation of the subscripts t of the n � ni elements in the
coding matrix Mk0�n. Obviously, submatrix Mk0�.n�ni /

is also a Vandermonde matrix. Considering that k0 D
maxri2R jWi j � jWi j D .n � ni /, and removing the rows
from the ni -th row to the k0-th row in Mk0 � .n � ni /, a
matrix M0n�n shown in Equation (13) is obtained.

M0n�n D
�

M.n�ni /�.n�ni /
0.n�ni /�ni

0ni�.n�ni / Eni�ni

�
(13)

According to the property of Vandermonde determi-
nant [16] and with the assumption in the theorem that
the selected Galois field is large enough, Equation (14)
can be obtained where the last inequality results from the
assumption that xt .t 2 f1; 2; :::; ng/ in Mk0�n are all
different.

jM0n�njD jEni�ni jjM
0
.n�ni/�.n�ni/

j

D
Y

1�j<k�.n�ni /

.xZk � xZj /¤ 0 (14)

Hence, rank(M0n�n/ D n, which means that all original
packets can be decoded out. The receiver ri discussed here
can be any receiver. Hence, each receiver can obtain all the
packets in its Want set. Therefore, the solution with coding
matrix Mk0�n is a valid solution.

Because there is a valid solution Mk0�n where the num-
ber of retransmitted packets equals k0 Dmaxri2R jWi j, the
number of retransmitted packets in any optimal NC-based
solution to the WPRTP, which is denoted as k, must be true
for k � k0 � maxri2R jWi j. Thus, the second step of the
proof is completed.

Based on the results of the two steps, (i) k �

maxri2R jWi j and (ii) k � maxri2R jWi j, we obtained
the final result k D maxri2R jWi j. Hence, the theorem
follows. �

Given a P-WPRTPfP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg, we denoted
jP j D n, jRj D r and the probability that a packet in P
falls intoWi of any given receiver ri equals pLevel. A tuple
.n; r; pLevel/ is called a WPRTP profile. Given a WPRTP
profile .n; r; pLevel/, we have the following theorems about
the number of retransmitted packets in traditional non-
NC-based solutions (not using NC) and optimal NC-based
solutions, respectively.

Theorem 2. The probability that x packets are to
be retransmitted in traditional non-NC-based solutions
to WPRTPfP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg, denoted as pNoNC.n; r;

pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (15), and the expected
number of retransmitted packets, denoted as NNoNC.n; r;

pLevel/, is given by Equation (16).

pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; x/DC
x
n .1� pLevel/

r �.n�x/

� .1� .1� pLevel/
r /x (15)
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NNoNC.n; r; pLevel/D

nX
iD1

�
i �
�
C in.1� pLevel/

r �.n�i/

�.1� .1� pLevel/
r /i
��
(16)

Proof . Because the probability that a packet falls into
Wi of any given receiver ri equals pLevel, the probability
that the packet is not being requested by all the receivers,
denoted as p1.n; r; pLevel/, is given by Equation (17).

p1.n; r; pLevel/D .1� pLevel/
r (17)

Then, the probability that the number of the packets that
are requested by at least one receiver equals x, denoted as
pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (18).

pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; x/DC
x
n � p1.n; r; pLevel/

.n�x/

� .1� p1.n; r; pLevel//
x (18)

In other words, when not using NC, the probability that
x packets are to be retransmitted to solve the WPRTP
equals pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; x/.

Hence, the expected number of retransmitted packets
to solve WPRTPfP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg without using NC,
denoted as NNoNC.n; r; pLevel/, is given by Equation (19).

NNoNC.n; r; pLevel/D

nX
iD0

.i � pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; i //

D

nX
iD1

.i � pNoNC.n; r; pLevel; i //

(19)

Combining Equations (17), (18), and (19), the theorem
follows. �

Theorem 3. The probability that x packets are to
be transmitted in an optimal NC-based solution to
WPRTPfP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg, denoted as pNCOPT.n; r;

pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (20), and the expected
number of retransmitted packets, denoted as NNCOPT.n; r;

pLevel/, is given by Equation (21).

pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; x/D

8̂<
:̂
 
xP
iD0

�
C in � .1� pLevel/

n�i � piLevel

�!r
�

 
x�1P
iD0

�
C in � .1� pLevel/

n�i � piLevel

�!r
x > 0

.1� pLevel/
n�r x D 0

(20)

NNCOPT.n; r; pLevel/D

nX
iD1

0
@i �

0
@
 
xX
iD0

�
C in � .1� pLevel/

n�i � piLevel

�!r
�

 
x�1X
iD0

�
C in � .1� pLevel/

n�i � piLevel

�!r1A
1
A

(21)

Proof . The probability that the number of the pack-
ets in the Want set of a receiver equals x, denoted as
p2.n; r; pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (22).

p2.n; r; pLevel; x/D C
x
n �.1� pLevel/

.n�x/�pxLevel (22)

The probability that the number of the packets in the
Want set of a receiver is not larger than x, denoted as
p3.n; r; pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (23).

p3.n; r; pLevel; x/D

xX
iD0

p2.n; r; pLevel; i / (23)

The probability that the numbers of the packets in the
Want sets of all the receivers are all not larger than x,
denoted as p4.n; r; pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (24).

p4.n; r; pLevel; x/D .p3.n; r; pLevel; x//
r (24)

The probability that the maximum number of the packets
in the Want sets of all these r receivers equals x, denoted
as pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; x/, is given by Equation (25).

pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; x/

D

�
p4.n; r; pLevel; x/� p4.n; r; pLevel; x � 1/ x > 0

p4.n; r; pLevel; 0/ x D 0

(25)

In other words, when using NC, the probability that x
packets should be retransmitted to solve the WPRTP equals
pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; x/.

Hence, the expected number of packet retransmissions in
optimal NC-based solutions to WPRTPfP ;R; fHi g; fWi gg,
denoted asNNCOPT.n; r; pLevel/, is given by Equation (26).

NNCOPT.n; r; pLevel/D

nX
iD0

.i � pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; i //

D

nX
iD1

.i � pNCOPT.n; r; pLevel; i //

(26)

Combining Equations (22), (23), (24), (25), and (26), the
theorem follows. �
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5. RANDOM NETWORK
CODING-BASED OPTIMAL SCHEME
FOR PERFECT WIRELESS PACKET
RETRANSMISSION PROBLEMS

We proposed an optimal NC-based scheme for P-WPRTPs
based on RNC. The scheme is optimal in the sense that
it guarantees to obtain a valid solution with minimum
number of packet retransmissions. Hence, it is called as
RNCOPT.

When transmitting packets using NC, the coding vector
used to create a coded packet should also be enclosed in the
assembled packet and transmitted to the receivers. When
the number of original packets to be retransmitted is larger,
more bits will be required to store the coding vector in
the final assembled packet. To relieve this negative effect,
RNCOPT uses the following approach. Each coding vector
is created using a publicly known pseudorandom function
triggered with a randomly selected seed. The seed instead
of the coding vector is enclosed in the assembled packet as
auxiliary decoding information. Simulation results showed
that the coding matrix created in this way almost makes up
all valid solutions in the simulated configurations.

5.1. Parameters of random network
coding-based optimal scheme

Random network coding-based optimal scheme has two
main parameters: code coefficient bit length q and random
seed bit length s. The parameter q controls the range from
which code coefficients are selected. To be exact, the coef-
ficients in coding matrix are randomly selected from range
[1, 2q � 1] and treated as elements in Galois field GF(2d )
where d � q. If d > q, we say that the code coefficients
are selected from GF(2q) when there is no confusion. In
our simulations in Section 6, d is fixed to 8.

Obviously, random seed bit length s and code coeffi-
cient bit length q control the probability that a randomly
generated coding matrix in RNCOPT makes up a valid
solution. The parameter s restricts the range of the seeds.
If s is too small, there will be more cases that some of
the randomly selected seeds are the same; hence, a solu-
tion using these seeds in RNCOPT will definitely be an
invalid solution. Additionally, even if all the selected seeds
are different, if q is too small, a randomly generated cod-
ing matrix in RNCOPT may also be an invalid solution.
Hence, in order to make sure that a randomly generated
coding matrix makes up a valid solution, larger s and q
are preferred. However, larger s results in longer assem-
bled packets, and larger q leads to increased coding and
decoding complexity. Hence, proper values for s and q are
of great importance to RNCOPT.

Fortunately, because the seeds are integers, detecting the
cases where several seeds are the same is easy, and thus,
the negative effect of small s can be eliminated easily in
RNCOPT by insuring that all the seeds are different. Addi-
tionally, the simulation results in Section 6 show that on

the condition that the seeds in a solution are different, a
randomly generated coding matrix will probably make up
a valid solution to the simulated cases when q � 4. The
simulated cases can cover most scenarios in reality. How-
ever, to be conservative, s D 16 and q D 8 are selected as
the default values for s and q in RNCOPT.

Given random seed bit length s and the number of seeds
k, the probability that all the k randomly selected seeds are
different, denoted as pDifSeed, is given by Equation (27).
The values of pDifSeed corresponding to different values of
s and k are shown in Figure 1.

pDifSeed D

k�1Y
iD0

	
2s � i

2s



(27)

5.2. Operation process of the sender in
random network coding-based optimal
scheme

Assembled packets in RNCOPT for P-WPRTPs must
contain the following two fields: CodingCoefSeed and
CodedPacket. The field CodingCoefSeed stores the ran-
dom seed corresponding to the coded packet. The field
CodedPacket stores the coded packet. Other auxiliary fields
could be appended in assembled packets when necessary in
piratical implementation.

In RNCOPT, the operation process of the receivers is
the same to that of general NC-based schemes described in
Section 3.3.2 except that the coding vector corresponding
to each coded packet is reconstructed from the seed stored
in the CodingCoefSeed field. Comparatively, more modi-
fications are made to the sender’s operation process. The
operation process of the sender in RNCOPT is as follows:

(1) Let k Dmaxri2R jWi j, nD jP j.
(2) Create coding matrix Mk�n D fmi ;j gk�n with size

k�n. Each row vectormi D .mi ;1; mi ;2; : : :; mi ;n/

Figure 1. Effects of random seed bit length and the number of
seeds on pDifSeed.
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is created using the publicly known pseudorandom
function from a randomly selected seed si2Œ0; 2s�1�
that must be different to sj .j 2 f1; 2; : : :; i � 1g/.
The range of the random variables created by the
random function equals [1, 2q-1] and treated as
elements on GF(2d ).

(3) Check whether Mk�n makes up a valid solution
by examining whether the corresponding decoding
matrix M0

.niCk/�n
of each receiver is full rank. If

it is true, then go to step (4); otherwise, go to step
(2) to reconstruct a coding matrix. Please notice that
the sender has enough information to determine the
decoding matrix M0

.niCk/�n
of each receiver.

(4) Construct a vector of original packets PX D

ŒpX;1; pX;2; : : :; pX;n�
T D Œp1; p2; : : :; pn�

T.
(5) Calculate the vector of coded packets PY D

ŒpY;1; pY;2; : : :; pY;k �
T by using PY DMk�n�PX.

(6) Construct k assembled packets pZ;i D fsi ; pY ;i g
.i 2 f1; 2; : : :; kg/. Here, si represents the corre-
sponding random seed used to create the coding
vector for generating pY ;i .

(7) Broadcast all assembled packets pZ;i .i 2 f1; 2; : : :;
kg/.

5.3. Lengths of assembled packets

The lengths of assembled packets in several schemes for
WPRTPs are analyzed in this section. Table I lists all the
notations used in the analysis.

Calculations in NC are all performed in a certain Galois
field GF(2d ). As a result obtained from the Galois field the-
ory, coded symbols are also symbols in GF(2d ). Hence, the
length of a coded symbol is the same as those of the orig-
inal symbols. Because all packets are considered as a list
of symbols, if the length of original packets is not exactly
dividable by d , several bits will have to be appended to the
packets. However, such cases could be made rare in prac-
tice. Hence, in our analysis, the length of a coded packet
is assumed to be the same as those of the original pack-
ets. Therefore, the length of coded packets in the following
analysis is also B .

With notations listed in Table I, the length of assem-
bled packets in RNCOPT is given by Equation (28). The

second approximation in Equation (28) results from the
assumption that B can usually be divided exactly by d .

fRNCOPT.B; n; d ; s/� kRNCOPT �

	
sC d �

�
B

d

�

� kRNCOPT � .sCB/ (28)

In traditional scheme not using NC, which is denoted as
NoNC in the following text, all packets in [Wi should be
retransmitted. Hence, the total bit length of all the packets
in a solution found by NoNC is given by Equation (29).

fNoNC.B; n; d ; s/D kNoNC �B (29)

Although the format of the assembled packets in
CliqueNC was not given in [2], we assume that, besides
the field for storing the coded packet, it also contains a
field for indicating which packets are selected to create the
coded packet in the assembled packet. Here, we named the
field PacketBitFlag. It can be assumed to be a vector of bits
where each bit corresponds to one packet in P . If one bit
is 1, the corresponding packet is selected. Otherwise, it is
not selected. Thus, the total bit length of all the packets in
a solution found by CliqueNC is given by Equation (30).

fCliqueNC.B; n; d ; s/D kCliqueNC.nCB/ (30)

We assumed that the format of the assembled packets
in ColorNC is identical to that of the assembled packets in
CliqueNC. Hence, the total bit length of all the packets in
a solution found by ColorNC is given by Equation (31).

fColorNC.B; n; d ; s/D kColorNC.nCB/ (31)

Considering Equations (28) and (29), RNCOPT will
outperform NoNC when Equation (32) follows.

kRNCOPT

kNoNC
<

B

sCB
(32)

With Equations (28) and (30), RNCOPT will outperform
CliqueNC when Equation (33) follows.

kRNCOPT

kCliqueNC
<
nCB

sCB
(33)

Table I. Notations used in the analysis of the lengths of assembled packets in several schemes.

Notation Meaning

B Bit length of an original packet
n The number of original packets in the target WPRTP
d Bit length of the symbols in GF(2d)
s Random seed bit length
kNoNC The number of retransmitted packets in the solutions for WPRTPs found by NoNC
kRNCOPT The number of retransmitted packets in the solutions for WPRTPs found by RNCOPT
kColorNC The number of retransmitted packets in the solutions for WPRTPs found by ColorNC
kCliqueNC The number of retransmitted packets in the solutions for WPRTPs found by CliqueNC

WPRTP, wireless packet retransmission problem; NoNC, traditional scheme not using NC; RNCOPT, random network coding-based optimal
scheme.
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Similarly, RNCOPT will outperform ColorNC when
Equation (34) follows.

kRNCOPT

kColorNC
<
nCB

sCB
(34)

Suppose that B D 512, nD 5, and s D 16, then accord-
ing to Equation (32), RNCOPT will outperform NoNC if
kRNCOPT=kNoNC < 0:9697, and RNCOPT will outper-
form CliqueNC and ColorNC if kRNCOPT=kCliqueNC <

0:9792 and kRNCOPT=kColorNC < 0:9792 according to
Equations (33) and (34), respectively. Simulation results in
Section 6 show that these conditions are generally always
satisfied.

5.4. Application discussion

Random network coding-based optimal scheme, as well as
other schemes to WPRTPs, can be used as a substitute for
the traditional automatic repeat-request schemes to build
more reliable wireless links. RNCOPT can be implemented
in real applications where packets are transmitted in batch
mode, similar to the way described in [3].

In batch mode packet transmission, a node does not
retransmit a lost packet immediately when it receives a
negative acknowledgment. Instead, the node maintains a
list of lost packets and their corresponding receivers for
which their packets are lost. The node waits until all the
packets in the current batch have been transmitted. If all
packets in the batch have been received correctly by all the
receivers, the node then begins to transmit the next batch
of packets immediately. Otherwise, it changes to packet
retransmission phase. In this phase, the node retransmits
some coded packets following RNCOPT; it then waits for
responses from the receivers for a predefined long time.
The response of a receiver indicates that the receiver has

obtained all the packets in the batch. If the node failed
to receive responses from all the receivers, it retransmits
one coded packet created in the same way as used in
RNCOPT and then waits for responses from the receivers
for a predefined short time. The sender will continue this
process (retransmitting one coded packet and then waiting
for responses for a predefined short time) until responses
from all the receivers are received. In that case, the packet
retransmission phase terminates, and the node then begins
to transmit the next batch of packets.

6. THEORETICAL RESULT
VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

6.1. Theoretical result verification

We verified Theorems 2 and 3 by using the Monte Carlo
simulation. The verification process is as follows. For a
WPRTP profile .n; r; p/, generate 10 000 instances ran-
domly, then take the statistics of the results, and then
compare the statistical results with the theoretical values.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the results for profiles (20, 10,
0.1) and (30, 20, 0.2), respectively.

In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the curves designated as
TheoryNoNC and TheoryNCOPT represent the theoretical
results obtained using Equations (15) and (20), respec-
tively. Bar charts designated as SimNoNC and SimNCOPT
represent the corresponding simulation results. The fine
fitness between the simulation results and the theoretical
values proves the correctness of Equation (15) in
Theorem 2 and Equation (20) in Theorem 3. Consequently,
Equation (16) in Theorem 2 and Equation (21) in Theorem
3 must also be correct. The correctness of Theorems 2 and
3 are also confirmed by the results in Section 6.
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Figure 2. Verification of the theoretical results in Theorems 2 and 3.
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6.2. Performance evaluation

Extensive simulations are performed using MATLAB to
compare the performance of RNCOPT with other typ-
ical schemes for WPRTPs. The tested schemes include
RNCOPT, ColorNC [1], CliqueNC [2], and NoNC (it
represents a traditional non-NC-based scheme where all
requested packets are retransmitted once). It can be found
through simple analysis that the schemes proposed in
[3,14] are substantially equivalent to CliqueNC [2], and the
loop coding scheme proposed in [15] is basically inferior to
CliqueNC in terms of the number of retransmitted packets.
Hence, the schemes proposed in [3,14,15] are not included
in the simulations.

In RNCOPT, coding matrix is generated repeatedly until
a valid coding matrix is found. To reveal this effect, a
dummy scheme designated as RNCOPT-DUP is included
in our simulation. In RNCOPT-DUP, coding matrix recre-
ation overhead is considered in the performance metrics
used in the simulations.

6.2.1. Performance metrics

(1) Number of retransmitted packets
This metric represents the number of retransmitted pack-

ets in a solution to a WPRTP. Because the main objective
of WPRTP is usually to find valid solutions with minimum
number of retransmitted packets, this metric is used as the
main metric for measuring the performance of the schemes.
In the four NC-based schemes, RNCOPT, RNCOPT-DUP,
CliqueNC, and ColorNC, this metric represents the num-
ber of assembled packets, whereas in NoNC, this metric
represents j [ri2R Wi j. The numbers of the retransmitted
packets in RNCOPT and RNCOPT-DUP are considered
differently. For example, if the number of retransmitted
packets in optimal NC-based solutions to a WPRTP is
4 and the coding matrix generated in the first attempt is
invalid whereas the coding matrix generated in the second
attempt is valid, then the number of retransmitted packets
in RNCOPT-DUP is calculated as 4� 2D 8; contrastively,
it is 4 in RNCOPT.

In general, in an assembled packet, the length of the
coded packet will be much longer than the bits for stor-
ing auxiliary decoding information. Hence, the number
of retransmitted packets can partly reflect the differences
between these schemes in the metric of the total bit length.
If the total bit length of all retransmitted packets is pre-
ferred, the result as a product of the number of retransmit-
ted packets and bit length of assembled packets can easily
be obtained.

(2) Relative number of retransmitted packets
Relative number of retransmitted packets of scheme1/

scheme2 represents the ratio of the number of retransmitted
packets in scheme1 to that in scheme2. For example, rela-
tive number of retransmitted packets of RNCOPT/NoNC
is the ratio of the number of retransmitted packets in
RNCOPT to that in NoNC.

6.2.2. Simulation configuration

Basic simulation parameters of WPRTP .P ;R; fHi g;

fWi g/ include packet number jP j, receiver number jRj,
packet request level pLevel, code coefficient bit length q
(which means code coefficients are selected from range [1,
2q�1]), and random seed bit length s. The used Galois field
is GF(2d ) with d D 8. A profile of .jP j; jRj; pLevel; q; s/

is called a simulation configuration.
In each simulation, a WPRTP is generated according

to the current simulation configuration. Each WPRTP is
represented as a two-dimensional matrixMP of size jRj �
jP j. Each element ai ;j in MP has only two possible val-
ues: 0 and 1, which indicates whether packet pj belongs
to Wi . If ai ;j D 0, then pj 2 Wi ; otherwise, pj … Wi ,
that is, pj 2 Hi . Each element ai ;j in MP is gener-
ated as follows: (i) randomly select a variable x, which is
evenly distributed in range [0, 1], and (ii) if x < pLevel,
then ai ;j D 0; otherwise, ai ;j D 1. Larger pLevel leads
to more packets being requested. It should be mentioned
that here, pLevel is used only to control the diversity of the
requested packets, and it does not reflect real packet error
rate in transmissions.

For each simulation configuration, 300 WPRTPs are
generated and treated with the selected schemes. Perfor-
mance metrics are averaged over these scenarios, and their
95% confidence intervals are also calculated. In some
figures in the following section, the curves designated
as TheoryNoNC and TheoryNCOPT represent the results
calculated using Equations (16) and (21), respectively. The
confidence intervals are also shown in some figures in the
following section.

For simplicity, in our simulations for ColorNC, solu-
tions to WPRTPs are determined by using a greedy-
based heuristic algorithm to solve the corresponding clique
partition problems in the corresponding graphs instead
of the graph coloring problems of the complementary
graphs.

6.3. Simulation results

6.3.1. Effects of packet number and receiver

number

A simulation set was performed to test the effects
of packet number jP j and receiver number jRj on the
schemes’ performance. Simulation configurations were set
as follows: packet request level pLevelD 0:5, code coeffi-
cient bit length qD8, random seed bit length sD16, packet
number jP j that increases from 2 to 20 with step size 2,
and receiver number jRj that also increases from 2 to 20
with step size 2. Results of these simulations are shown in
Figures 3 and 4.

The two subfigures in Figure 3 show the variation
of the two metrics when jP j increases from 2 to 20
while jRj D 12. Results in Figure 3(a) show that when
jP j D 2, these schemes show no distinctive perfor-
mance differences. However, as jP j increases, the num-
bers of retransmitted packets in the schemes as well as
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(a) Number of retransmitted packets (b) Relative number of retransmitted packets

Figure 3. Effect of packet number on the schemes’ performance when jRj D 12.

(a) Number of retransmitted packets (b) Relative number of retransmitted packets

Figure 4. Effects of packet number and receiver number on the schemes’ performance.

the differences among them increase linearly. The curve
for RNCOPT-DUP overlays that of RNCOPT, and they
perform best. Additionally, the two curves for RNCOPT
and RNCOPT-DUP fit well with the theoretical results
calculated using Equation (21), proving the correctness
of Equation (21). Because of NC, CliqueNC outperforms
NoNC. Performance differences between all the schemes
in this metric are more evident in Figure 3 (b), where
relative numbers of retransmitted packets in the tested
schemes are shown. The larger the packet number jP j,
the more the performance gains of RNCOPT, RNCOPT-
DUP, and CliqueNC over NoNC. However, because of
the considerably increased size of the new WPRTPs trans-
formed from original WPRTPs and the inefficiency of the
greedy-based heuristic algorithm used for solving clique

partition problems, ColorNC performs even worse than
NoNC.

The two subfigures in Figure 4 show the effects of
jP j and jRj on the performance of all the schemes. As
shown in Figure 4(a), when jRj is small, RNCOPT obtains
no distinct performance gain over CliqueNC. However,
as jRj increases, the numbers of retransmitted packets in
CliqueNC and ColorNC increase quickly. When jRj D 20,
CliqueNC approaches to NoNC, whereas ColorNC per-
forms even worse than NoNC. Contrastively, jRj has much
slighter effect on RNCOPT, RNCOPT-DUP, and NoNC.
Hence, performance gains of RNCOPT over CliqueNC and
ColorNC increases as jRj increases. When jRj D 20 and
jP j D 20, performance gain of RNCOPT over NoNC is
more than 30%.
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6.3.2. Effects of packet request level and receiver

number

Another simulation set was performed to test the effects
of packet request level pLevel and receiver number jRj on
the schemes’ performance. Simulation configurations were
set as follows: code coefficient bit length q D 8, packet
number jP j D 10, random seed bit length s=16, packet
request level pLevel that increases from 0.1 to 0.9 with step
size 0.1, and receiver number jRj that increases from 2 to
20 with step size 2. The results are shown in Figures 5
and 6.

The subfigures in Figure 5 show the variation of the
two metrics when pLevel increases from 0.1 to 0.9 with
jRj D 12. Figure 5(a) shows that when pLevel D 0:1, all

the numbers of retransmitted packets in NC-based schemes
are about 3, whereas it is about 7 in NoNC. Thus, about
60% packet transmissions are saved by using NC. As pLevel
increases from 0.1, the numbers of retransmitted packets in
the schemes all increase quickly. However, the numbers of
retransmitted packets in NoNC, ColorNC, and CliqueNC
increase much more quickly than those in RNCOPT and
RNCOPT-DUP. The number of retransmitted packets in
NoNC reaches maximum at about pLevel D 0:3, whereas
that of CliqueNC reaches maximum at about pLevel D 0:6.
This metric of ColorNC also reaches its peak at pLevel D

0:6. However, the peak value of ColorNC is about 20%
larger than that of CliqueNC. Contrastively, the number
of retransmitted packets of RNCOPT and RNCOPT-DUP

(a) Number of retransmitted packets (b) Relative number of retransmitted packets

Figure 5. Effect of packet request level on the schemes’ performance when jRj D 12.

(a) Number of retransmitted packets (b) Relative number of retransmitted packets

Figure 6. Effects of packet request level and receiver number on the schemes’ performance.
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(a) Number of retransmitted packets (b) Relative number of retransmitted packets

Figure 7. Effects of code coefficient bit length and random seed bit length on the schemes’ performance.

approach to that of NoNC after pLevel D 0:9. The results
in Figure 5 also confirm the correctness of the theoretical
results in Equations (16) and (21).

The effects of packet request level pLevel and receiver
number jRj on the performance of the schemes are shown
in a different perspective in Figure 6. Results in Figure 6(a)
show that as jRj increases, the numbers of retransmit-
ted packets in these schemes all increase. However, this
metric in ColorNC increases more quickly than those in the
other schemes. ColorNC becomes even worse than NoNC.
As pLevel increases, the numbers of retransmitted pack-
ets in the schemes all increase. However, this metric of
ColorNC reaches maximum at about pLevel D 0:6 and
then decreases gradually. The results in Figure 6(b) show
that NC-based schemes are more preferable under cases
with smaller pLevel and larger jRj. When pLevel D 0:1 and
jRj D 20, the performance gain of RNCOPT over NoNC
can be up to 60%.

6.3.3. Effects of code coefficient bit length and

random seed bit length

Furthermore, another simulation set was performed to
test the effects of code coefficient bit length q and random
seed bit length s on the performance of the schemes. Sim-
ulation configurations were set as follows: packet number
jP j D 10, receiver number jRj D 10, packet request level
pLevel D 0:5, code coefficient bit length q that increases
from 2 to 8 with step size 1, and random seed bit length s
that increases from 6 to 24 with step size 2. Corresponding
results are shown in Figure 7.

When q � 3, the large difference between the results
of RNCOPT and RNCOPT-DUP in Figure 7 indicates that
because of the higher probability that a randomly gener-
ated coding matrix does not make up a valid solution, more
attempts are required to obtain a valid coding matrix. For-
tunately, the results of RNCOPT-DUP fit well with those
of RNCOPT when q � 3. The fine fitness indicates that a

randomly generated coding matrix will probably make up
a valid solution in scenarios similar to the simulated cases.
To be conservative, q D 8 and s D 16 are used as the
default values for q and s in RNCOPT. Because q and s
are not used in all the other schemes, the two parameters
have no effects on these schemes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, optimal NC-based schemes for P-WPRTPs
where, for one receiver, a packet is either requested by or
already known to it are researched. Based on the analy-
sis about the number of retransmitted packets in optimal
NC-based solutions to P-WPRTPs, we proposed an opti-
mal NC-based scheme for P-WPRTPs and named it as
RNCOPT. RNCOPT is optimal in the sense that it guar-
antees to obtain a valid solution with minimum number
of packet retransmissions. Furthermore, in RNCOPT, each
coding vector is generated using a publicly known pseudo-
random function with a randomly selected seed. It is the
seed instead of the coding vector that is enclosed in the
assembled packets to be retransmitted. Thus, packet over-
head of RNCOPT is reduced further. Simulation results
show that RNCOPT distinctively outperforms other typical
schemes for P-WPRTPs.

RNCOPT is only optimal for P-WPRTPs. Although the
set of P-WPRTPs is only a subset of WPRTPs, an opti-
mal NC-based solution to a P-WPRTP can be used as a
first-attempt solution to the related WPRTPs. We are work-
ing on efficient schemes for IP-WPRTPs where, for one
receiver, a packet can be neither requested by nor already
known to it.
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